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1: How a manual transmission works â€“ www.enganchecubano.com
The transmission allows the gear ratio between the engine and the drive wheels to change as the car speeds up and
slows down. You shift gears so the engine can stay below the redline and near the rpm band of its best performance.

It connects the engine to the drivetrain and governs how much power you use from moment to moment. The
prominence of automatic transmissions has lessened the need to understand how this magical box beneath our
feet functions. In many instances, it can help you take better care of your vehicle, which hopefully means it
will last longer. How does a manual transmission work? Underneath all that is what appears to be an elaborate
mechanism â€” a whirring array of shafts and gears that somehow translate into forward or reversed
momentum. Though the diagrams might be intimidating, a transmission is a deceptively simple piece of
machinery. All you have to do is break it down into its basic components. What is the clutch? The
transmission housing contains three shafts interacting with one another. One of them is attached to the engine
the input shaft , one is attached to the differential the output shaft , and the third shaft, often called the layshaft
or the countershaft, interacts with the other two via a system of gears. While your car is on, the engine shaft is
always turning, even while stopped. The purpose of the clutch is to decouple the engine from the transmission.
While the pedal is depressed, the engine and the transmission both continue to spin, but they spin
independently of one another, with no torque transferring from the engine to the gearbox. This is what enables
you to change gears. Without a friction clutch and a means to decouple these two systems, everything would
break. What happens when I move the gear shifter? The countershaft and the output shaft interact via a system
of interlocking gears. The difference between these is the gears on the countershaft are fixed and spin with the
shaft itself, while the gears on the output shaft are not fixed and spin freely without turning the shaft. This
allows the car to idle in neutral without moving forward. The gears themselves are paired in different sizes,
creating different gear ratios. The exact ratios vary, but you will know them more commonly as first gear,
second gear, and so on. The gear shifter is responsible for physically engaging the gears on the output shaft,
locking them in place so that they turn the shaft and send torque to the drive wheels. This is where visuals are
really useful. Source Moving the shifter into position engages the gear selector forks. Those forks are in turn
connected to a series of dog clutches not to be confused with the friction clutch that are responsible for
actuating each gear. Modern transmissions are equipped with synchronization systems that prevent the teeth of
the dog clutch from scraping against a gear that might be turning at a different speed. Synchronizing rings
were developed to make operating a manual transmission easier and to eliminate the terrible grinding noise
that used to happen when the teeth of the dog clutch would clatter against the gear wheels. All of this happens
in an instant. Once you take your foot off the clutch pedal, energy is able to travel from the engine, through the
transmission, and to the drive wheels, propelling your vehicle forward. As the engine approaches the limits of
its RPM band, you shift up to a higher gear ratio in order to stay within the most effective range. That wraps
up our explanation of a manual transmission. Sites like HowStuffWorks are also great about providing details
and diagrams. The next part of this series will explain how automatic transmissions work, and check back later
for the final part when we compare manuals and automatics. Every Leith Ford employee would love to help
you into any manual transmission vehicle in our inventory. Great visualization, funny accent. Finally, a Lego
representation. How Does a Manual Transmission Work? May 12th, by Leith Ford Subscribe Subscribe to our
e-mail newsletter to receive updates.
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2: How's This work? What is a manual transmission?
A manual transmission helps a vehicle achieve a desired speed through the use of gears, a clutch, and a shifter. It
works like this: when the driver wants to shift gears, he or she pushes in the clutch pedal while letting off the gas.

It works like this: This disengages the clutch within the transmission, allowing the driver to shift into a higher
or lower gear. The reverse gear represents another option utilized when the vehicle is not in motion.
Connected at the engine through the clutch, the transmission turns at the same amount of RPMs as the engine,
due mainly to the flywheel. The pressure plate pushes the clutch plate against the flywheel, locking the engine
to the transmission, ensuring that they remain at the same speed. So what about the benefits? A few of the
benefits of a manual transmission over an automatic version include improved fuel economy, durability, and
cost. Some of the drawbacks include a more complex learning curve, slower shifting speeds, and more focus
needed to drive, especially when operating the vehicle in hilly terrain. So just how does the transmission
accomplish this? It controls the speed of the vehicle through the use of gears in relation to each other. Called
gear ratios, each gear on the shift lever has a corresponding gear ratio, as well as an RPM range. Think about it
this way: Using the example of a five-speed transmission, the engine revs higher as the vehicle picks up speed.
Once the RPMs hit a certain level, drivers then press in the clutch pedal while releasing the gas, shifting the
gear shift as the clutch disengages. This, in turn, slips the transmission into the next higher gear, reducing the
RPMs produced, and starting the process again as the engine winds up to the next gear. Most often drivers
accomplish downshifting by pressing the clutch pedal and shifting to the desired gear, which does not have to
be in exact reverse order. For example, a driver can shift from third to first if desired with not too many
undesired effects, though they should avoid doing so. The Gears and RPMs The gears in most manual
transmission vehicles include first, second, third, fourth, and reverse, with some high-performance vehicles
going all the way up to fifth or sixth gear. When in Neutral, the clutch is not engaged, requiring the driver to
put the parking brake on to keep the vehicle from rolling while parked. As the driver shifts through the gears,
the engine puts out an increasing amount of RPMs, also known as Revolutions Per Minute. The RPMs in a
vehicle engine represent the number of times a crankshaft turns in the span of one minute. The higher the
RPMs, the faster the vehicle goes and the harder the engine works. If the engine ran at the maximum RPMs
for any great length of time, the engine would soon wear out due to the heat and stress produced. The gears in
the transmission along with the clutch slow the RPMs down upon each upshift so that the engine does not
constantly run at high RPMs. Drivers must to shift each gear as it reaches the upper RPMs of its range. After
driving for a while, drivers can usually tell when they need to shift. The shifter lever controls the three rods
that push the three forks that engage the various gears. As the driver moves the shifter left and right, the forks
moves the collars that engage each gear. While in between gears, the shifter lever remains in neutral and the
clutch remains disengaged within the transmission. The Idler Gear and Synchronizers Certain basic driving
maneuvers, like shifting the vehicle into reverse, require vehicles with a manual transmissions to use a small
gear called the idler gear. When shifted into reverse the fork pushes the collar, moving a larger gear into
contact with the gear for the upper gear and the idler gear, allowing the car to back up. To prevent the vehicle
from going into reverse while the car is moving forward, the reverse gear turns in the opposite direction of the
other gears. This ensures that the dog teeth do not engage when doing so, eliminating the possibility of
damaging the transmission. In the past, vehicle drivers followed a practice called double clutching. This
maneuver included placing the transmission into neutral and using the engine brake to match the speed of the
engine. The driver then engaged the clutch again to shift into the desired gear. Modern vehicles use
synchronizers to eliminate the need for this practice. The synchronizer allows the collar to make frictional
contact with the dog teeth on the gear. The collar and gear become synchronized in this way. This gives a
smoother shift without having to put the transmission into neutral beforehand. The Crankshaft and Clutch The
effective operation of a manual transmission includes parts like the crankshaft and clutch. The crankshaft sits
within the engine of a vehicle and turns according to the firing of the chambers. The more chambers, or
cylinders, a vehicle engine contains, the more power in the form of torque it produces. The crankshaft
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transfers this torque, or rotational force, to the transmission, which connects to the engine at the bell housing.
The transmission, in turn, transfers this torque to the drive shaft and on to the differential. The differential
contains a simple planetary gear train, which helps to gradually apply the power generated by the engine to the
wheels, giving the vehicle forward motion. The clutch plays an important role in this whole process. When the
driver places the vehicle in gear and lifts their foot off of the clutch pedal, the vehicle begins to move forward.
When drivers need to stop, they push the clutch pedal along with the brake, while letting off the gas. This
disengages the clutch and stops the transmission from spinning, allowing the vehicle to come to a stop. The
gears turn in time with the engine. The clutch pad working in sync with the flywheel, make sure that the
engine and transmission remain locked together to prevent the gears from slipping. The gears used depend
primarily on the particular gear the vehicle is currently in. Gears range from first through fourth and fifth, and
sometimes sixth gear on high-performance cars. The gears in the transmission matchup to produce the amount
of RPMs they need for that particular gear and speed. The gear ratio is the difference in the size of the various
gears to each other and the number of teeth each gear contains. While many smaller vehicles contain a
synchromesh transmission, heavy-duty trucks and other machinery do not. Instead they contain a
non-synchromesh transmission. A synchromesh transmission uses synchronizers to match the speed of the
gear to that of the engine by rubbing the collar against a small brass clutch on the gear. An unsynchronized
transmission does not have this ability, requiring drivers to double clutch to bring the engine down in speed to
match that of the higher gear drivers are shifting into. Non-synchromesh transmissions do not suffer from as
much wear as the synchromesh versions, and the shifting action of the non-synchromesh versions work a lot
faster. Taking care of a manual transmission, including changing out the fluid according to the maintenance
schedule ensures that it remains in good repair for many years. Over time, a clutch normally suffers wear and
tear and eventually needs to be replaced. When this happens, have a mechanic perform the necessary repairs
and maintenance, and get back on the road as soon as possible. Common Issues and Symptoms of Manual
Transmission Problems When determining problems with a manual transmission, keep these common issues
and symptoms in mind: A dragging clutch signifies a clutch plate that does not disengage from the flywheel.
When this happens, the transmission and clutch continue to rotate at the same speed, making it difficult or
impossible to change gears. A mechanic will inspect and make recommendations to fix the transmission in this
case. Slipping gears means the transmission slips in and out of gear. You can attribute this to worn or broken
linkage that holds the gear in place. A vehicle that grinds and shakes may have a faulty transmission. The
cause ranges from a bad clutch to worn or damaged gears and synchronizers. A lit Check Engine Light can
also indicate a problem with a manual transmission. Have a mechanic run a diagnostic to first determine the
problem; then have them fix it if necessary.
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3: How Does a Manual Transmission Work? | Leith Ford Blog
Working of a Manual transmission is explained in an illustrative and logical manner in this video with the help of
animation. Here the working of Sliding mesh and synchromesh transmissions are.

Transmissions How a manual transmission works All road vehicles powered by internal combustion engines
have a transmission as part of the powertrain. The simplest type of transmissions is the manual transmission.
The traction characteristics of an internal combustion engine makes it impossible to propel a vehicle without a
transmission. The torque and speed output of the internal combustion engine are either too low or too high to
match the dynamic requirements of a vehicle. Thus, the role of a transmission is to: Usually a transmission
consists of a gearbox plus a differential. The gearbox contains all the gear assemblies, shafts, synchronizers,
rails, etc. The gearbox can be regarded as the transmission without the differential. Thus, for this type of
vehicles, when we refer to the transmission, we consider that it contains both the gearbox and the differential.
The front axle contains usually the engine and gearbox, while the rear axle contains the differential. Types and
main components of a manual transmission Every manual transmission consists of input and output shafts,
several permanent-mesh gears and an actuation mechanism. Also, there are only two shafts in the
transmission: This type of transmissions are primarily used in front-wheel drive vehicles. Getrag 5MTT
5-speed single-stage manual transmission â€” components Credit: This is because all gear ratios are formed by
a pair of permanent-mesh gears. Two-stage transmissions are used for standard powertrain configuration
engine on front axle with rear-wheel drive. Most of these transmissions have an input shaft, a counter shaft
and an output shaft. There are also configurations with only two shafts input and output. ZF S 6-speed
two-stage manual transmission â€” components Credit: ZF In the case of a two-stage transmission, the input
shaft and the output shaft have a coaxial arrangement their axis is common , while on single-stage
transmissions the axis of the input and output shafts are different, with an offset between them. Both
single-stage and two-stage transmissions have the input shaft connected to the clutch. All the forward gear
assemblies have synchonizers for engagement. The purpose of the synchronizer is to align the input shaft
speed to the output shaft speed when a gearshift is performed. Two-stage manual transmission Two-stage
transmissions have a constant gear which mechanically links the input shaft to the counter shaft. Thus, every
gear ratio is made up with two permanently-meshed gear assemblies, the constant gear plus the gear assembly
for the specific gear. The direct drive gear 4th gear in the image above is the gear which connects the input
shaft directly to the output shaft, without going through a gear mesh. Thus the gear ratio for a direct drive gear
is 1. Manual transmission gearshift animation click on image for animation play In every transmission, except
for the reverse gear, all the forward gears are permanently meshed. For the example above, all the gears on the
counter shaft are fixed they rotate together , and all the gears on the output shaft are free they rotate
independently of the output shaft. The synchronizers are fixed on the output shaft. Engagement of the Reverse
gear for a manual transmission All the gearshifts in a manual transmission are performed with torque
interruption. Before a gearshift, the clutch is opened and there is no more engine torque transmitted to the
input shaft. After the gearshift is complete, the clutch is closed back in order to allow the flow of the engine
power torque and speed. In the case of a manual transmission, the gearshift can be: Each gear is characterized
by a gear ratio. They are primarily used in commercial vehicle applications. How the engine, speed, torque and
power is modified by the transmission? The core element of a manual transmission is the meshed gear
assembly. Every gear has a fixed gear ratio. Gear ratio calculation The gear ratio i is the ratio between the
number of teeth of the output gear zout and the number of teeth of the input gear zin. For the example above
the gear ratio is: What happens to the power, does it change? To find the answer to this question we need to
calculate the power at the input gear and the power at the output gear, with the equation: In reality there is a
small power drop, at the output gear, due to gear mesh efficiency. For one gear mesh assembly, the efficiency
is around 0. In this case the output power will be: The TR is based on the well respected TR six speed
transmission. A triple overdrive gear was added to improve fuel economy and lower emissions. The
technology provides a signal from the transmission to the engine controller, inferring the real time position of
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the shift selector. With this information, the engine RPM can be controlled to match the next gear selection
which enhances driveability. Tremec Design features of the TR synchronizers include a combination of
double-cone and triple-cone rings, utilizing a hybrid solution on all forward gears. The hybrid rings are a
combination of carbon and sintered bronze cones providing higher capacity and shift performance. TR
Features at a Glance: Rear wheel drive, seven-speed manual overdrive transmission Triple overdrive for
improved fuel economy and lower emissions Gear ratio spread of up to 6.
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4: Design and Function of Manual Transmissions
Note: Before you read how a transmission works, I highly recommend reviewing our Gearhead s on the ins and outs of
engines and drivetrains. What Transmissions Do Before we get into the specifics of how a manual transmission works,
let's talk about what transmissions do in general.

By Brent Dunn A manual or standard transmission transfers power from the engine to the differential using a
clutch and pairs of gears that are manually selected using the gear selector and locked to the output shaft. Most
cars today with manual transmissions have five or six different forward gear ratios, however manual
transmissions with anywhere from three to seven gears are common, depending on the year the vehicle was
made. Normally the clutch is engaged, and locks the transmissions input shaft to the flywheel. When the
clutch pedal is depressed, the clutch is disengaged by a thrust bearing, and no power is transferred. With the
clutch disengaged it is possible to select gears. To start the vehicle moving, the clutch is slowly released, and
slipped slightly. It is important not to ride the clutch once you are moving by resting your foot on it for
example because this can lead to clutch slippage which over time can cause clutch failure or premature thrust
bearing problems. Gears are normally selected using a shift lever, often mounted on the floor, but sometimes
mounted on the dash or steering column. The gears are usually layed out in an H pattern, with neutral being
the space between gears. Early manual transmissions and those found in some trucks, heavy machinery, and
racecars use an unsynchronized design. In an unsynchronized transmission the gears are selected by sliding
them on shafts until they have engaged the dog clutch. In order for the gears to engage properly they need to
be spinning at the same speed as the output shaft, otherwise the gears actually the dog clutches will grind.
Unsynchronized transmissions are generally tougher than synchronized ones, as the synchros are usually made
out of soft brass that wear much more quickly than the steel gears. Because of this added strength,
unsynchronized transmissions can usually be shifted quickly without using the clutch, especially when
designed with fewer teeth on the dog clutches, as in some race cars. Most transmissions found in modern cars
are synchronized. The synchronizer is attached to the dog clutch, and consists of a cone clutch and a baulk
ring. The baulk rings prevents the dog clutch from engaging until everything is synchronized. The synchros
are usually made out of a soft metal such as brass, which makes it important to use the clutch when shifting,
because imperfect rev matching will be masked by the synchros. Continuous abuse will lead to synchronizer
failure, and grinding. Rev matching while using the clutch can reduce wear on the synchros as they will need
to work less hard to match the speeds of the gears and output shaft. In a sequential gear box usually found in
race cars there is no neutral between gears, and the gears are selected in sequential order instead of in an H
pattern, often without using the clutch. In a semi-automatic manual gearbox the actual rev matching, gear
shifting and clutch control is handled by a computer. In these transmissions the clutch is usually only used to
get the vehicle moving. When the driver presses a button or pulls a lever the computer takes the car out of the
current gear, blips the throttle or waits for the engine RPM to drop to the appropriate level, and then changes
into the requested gear. Manual transmissions are generally more fuel efficient than automatic transmissions
because there is no fluid coupling or fluid pump like in a traditional automatic transmission, and no belt to slip
like in a continuously variable transmission. A standard transmission also allows the driver more control over
which gear they are in, potentially allowing for a lower engine RPM.
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5: How Does A Manual Transmission Work? | www.enganchecubano.com
How a manual transmission works All road vehicles powered by internal combustion engines have a transmission as
part of the powertrain. The simplest type of transmissions is the manual transmission.

As you know, torque is what makes the car move. The physics of internal combustion engines limits the rev
range over which they produce the maximum torque, until recently due to fuel injection and computers rather
high up in the rev range. They effectively "smooth out" the torque curve of the engine to allow the car to start
off, accelerate at a desired level and then to cruise on level ground at the highest speed with the engine running
at its most efficient range. While it appears that there is only one shaft extending from front to back, these are
actually two unattached drive shafts. A shows input shaft; B the output shaft, C the Layshaft cluster gear , and
D shows the reverse gear. The forward one is called the Input shaft. It is mounted in a large, heavy-duty
bearing at the front of the gearbox. Its front end is splined to mate with the clutch disc and its rear inside end
terminates in a gear that is hollowed out in the center. This gear is mated to a drive gear at the end of the
Layshaft. The Layshaft also called the "cluster gear" is a single, forged unit that has ground on it the number
of gears the transmission has 3-speed, 4-speed, etc. It is hollow down its center. A central shaft runs through
the layshaft and is mounted in needle bearings. Power is transmitted from the input shaft, through the layshaft
and directed through each specific mating gear â€” controlled by the shifter â€” to the output shaft. From there
it is mated to a drive shaft to propel the car. The Output shaft sits inside the transmission and is held in place
by a large bearing at the back end of the gearbox. At the front end it is set in needle bearings that ride inside
the hollowed-out input shaft gear. The tolerances in this arrangement limit fore-and-aft and side-to-side
movement, so it is correct to say that the output shaft is "fixed" in place. A shows gear 1st gear , B is the
synchronizer, C the shift fork, D shows the shift hub. On the shaft are mounted all the gears there is no limit to
the number of gears a transmission can have, but common practice limits them to 6 forward speeds. Generally,
5 and 6 speed transmissions incorporate an overdrive gear in the highest shift settings and the shift hubs. Each
of these gears mates perfectly with its counterpart on the layshaft, directly below it, and each gear is cut with
the number of teeth to produce a desired ratio, which in turn creates torque multiplication by altering the
relative speeds of the engine and output shaft. For instance, if first gear has a ratio of 2. Allowing the engine to
rev higher with respect to the output shaft creates more available torque to move the car. All gears are in
constant mesh alignment with their counterparts on the layshaft at all times. They are thicker forgings that
have an additional set of teeth cut next to the drive teeth. These teeth look like a close-spaced sprocket, and
match in number and size the teeth on the synchronizer and shift hub both to follow. Next to the teeth the gear
tapers down to a cone-shaped face that matches the inner diameter of the synchronizer. The Synchronizer is a
tapered bronze ring that sits next to the gear. The teeth on its circumference match those on the gear and, in
turn, the splined cuts in the shift hub. When a gear is selected the shift hub slides toward it, forcing the
synchronizer ring against the tapered end of the gear. The Shift hubs do all the work. In other words, the
transmission is now in a selected gear. Inside the hub are spring-loaded detents that allow positive actuation
and feedback to the driver. For economy of space and weight, each shift hub is designed to move in two
directions. Therefore, in a four-speed transmission there are two shift hubs, one for first-second and the other
for third-fourth. In five-speed transmissions manufacturers frequently couple 5th and reverse into the same
hub. The Shifter is a relatively simple device that allows the driver to select gears. There are countless
mechanical arrangements that transfer motion of the driver to move the shift hubs, but inside the transmission
the same thing happens in all cases. The shifter moves a fork that rides in the hub. The fork then pushes the
hub in either direction, selecting the appropriate gear. Treat The Gearbox With Respect All the parts above are
assembled with extreme precision and ride in hundreds of needle bearings. The whole assembly sits in a pool
of gear oil, the purpose of which is to ensure smooth, relatively frictionless operation. The oil helps keep the
gears cool and traps microscopic metal particles that occur as the parts wear. Properly maintained, a
transmission will easily last the life of the car. However, abuse or lack of routine service checking the oil level
at a minimum! Synchronizer rings are especially vulnerable to dirty or "burned" oil. They are usually the first
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items to go, so if your transmission is hard to shift or grinds in a particular gear, be prepared to take it apart.
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6: How manual gearboxes work | How a Car Works
Before find out the answer for the question "How does a manual transmission work?", you should understand about
what manual transmission is. Manual transmission or a stick-shift or manual gearbox or a standard transmission is a
type of transmission which the driver uses a stick to change gears literally.

Before understanding what double-clutching and rev-matching, and clutchless shifting, etc etc etc The three
pertinent shafts in a manual transmission are the input shaft, the counterspeed shaft, and the output shaft. The
counterspeed shaft is also known as the countergear or countercluster shaft, and it is a one piece unit. There is
a fourth shaft, the reverse idler, but it is not that important for the above discussion on double-clutching. In
any constant-mesh manual transmission It is usually pointing towards the engine. The clutch friction disk
rotates with the splined end of the input shaft. The input shaft ends with the clutch gear inside the metal
transmission housing, which is always engaged and rotating with an opposite gear on the counterspeed shaft.
The counterspeed shaft is always meshed with a the clutch gear rotating with the input shaft b the speed gears
on the output shaft. Hence the name "constant-mesh transmission. It usually points to the rear of the vehicle in
a RWD car. The driven speed gears are on the output shaft, but do not rotate with the output shaft when the
transmission is in neutral. Oftentimes in a transmission not a transaxle the input and output shaft are on the
same axis, and often appear to be one piece. In those cases, there is an input-to-output pilot bearing which is in
the clutch gear and allows the input and output shaft to rotate freely of each other. The power is being
transmitted from the clutch gear to the counterspeed shaft. The power flow stops there, however - as the speed
gears ride on bearings on the output shaft, and thus are not locked with the output shaft and spin freely
whenever the engine is running and said gear is in neutral. The power does not go to the output shaft, so it is
not spinning. This is why the engine does not stall at a stop while engaged in neutral. It is now freewheeling,
except the output shaft which is always rotating with the rest of the drivetrain. So now the action of the driver
slides the synchronizer sleeve away from the 1st speed gear and towards the 2nd speed gear. The sleeve is
locked to the synchronizer hub, which is locked to the output shaft. So in other words, the sleeve is always
locked to and rotating with the output shaft. Now that the sleeve has moved away from the 1st speed gear, they
are no longer locked together. So 1st gear is freewheeling independently of the output shaft on its roller
bearings. The driver is no longer in 1st gear. So that means now the sleeve has moved past the neutral position
and is heading towards the 2nd speed gear on the output shaft. The blocking ring has sharp groves on the inner
surface and is made so the inner surface fits onto a corresponding raised cone area on the speed gear s. The
blocking ring is sandwiched between the sleeve and the speed gear. These sharp grooves cut away at the oil
film transmission fluid on said mating surface. As the oil is being forced away, synchronization is happening.
The 2nd speed gear, which is encountering frictional force from the blocking ring, is matching speeds with the
rotating sleeve. At the same time, the rotating sleeve is changing speeds to match the rotational speed of the
2nd speed gear. Once the sleeve has locked itself with the 2nd speed gear, both rotate as one. We are now past
synchronization and engagement. The input shaft is locked and rotating with the output shaft, and the power is
going through the 2nd speed gear. So what happens when double-clutching? Simplified, assuming basic
knowledge of above -While the selector is out of the higher gear and moving past the neutral position, the
driver blips the throttle. The synchros do their work, and the speed of the output shaft is matched with the
speed of the speed gear. Now the drivetrain all the way to the friction disk is rotating in the lower gear and
rotating with the tires - which are at the same road speed they were rotating at when the driver started to match
revs. Since the driver bothered to rev-match, the flywheel is now rotating at the same speed as the friction
disk, and they engage together effortlessly. Note in the above, the driver relied on the synchros to match the
speed gear rotation to the output shaft speed. So NOW what about double-clutching? The driver takes the
synchronizer blocking rings out of the equation. Simplified further, assuming basic knowledge of above
-Instead of the driver moving the gear lever right to the lower gear, he moves it to the neutral position. Then he
completely releases engages the clutch pedal, if only for a moment. As the transmission is in neutral and the
clutch is engaged, the powerflow stops at the speed gears. So now the vehicle is no longer sending power to
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the output shaft. The entire drivetrain engages together with nary a shudder to be had, if he was any good at
double-clutching. I hope that helped. If you need further help, start by referencing a diagram of a transmission
powerflow while reading the above.
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7: How to Drive a Manual Transmission - Meineke Blog
The CVT does have its downsides; most notably, it can be sluggish to drive, since it's engineered for efficiency rather
than www.enganchecubano.comr, as many drivers choose to move away from the manual transmission, which results in
fewer manuals being offered, the CVT continues to increase its presence.

Three pedals, two feet? You can do it! Back in the day, stick shifts outsold automatic transmissions. But today,
just 6 percent of new cars come with a manual transmission, which is the correct name for a stick. However,
that number is moving in an upward direction. Confronted with being asked to drive a stick shift is terrifying
for most drivers, as they believe it is very difficult to learn. But that is nonsenseâ€”driving a stick is easy to
learn. What is a manual transmission? It is a transmission where the driver has to use a third pedal the clutch
and manipulate a shift lever to put a car in gear. Why Learn to Drive a Stick? Manual transmissions get better
gas mileage than automatic transmissions. If you have an interest in fuel economy, or cutting greenhouse
emissions, or both, you want a car with a stick shift. Did you know that if you have a dead battery , you can
push start many cars equipped with a stick? With a manual transmission, you and the car become one, and you
control it rather than point it somewhere. However, this fun is considerably less if you drive in hilly or
mountainous terrain often or commute in stop-and-go traffic. But many drivers who have used a manual never
switch back to an automatic, as they love the enjoyment and control that a stick shift car offers. How a manual
transmission works Learning to drive a manual transmission car requires you to do an easy series of motions.
Once you learn, you never forget. Driving with a manual becomes ingrained, and the moves you make are
automatic. As a beginning driver, you will want to know that usually, a stick shift has four or five forward
gears and reverse. There is also a clutch pedal to the left of the brake pedal. In order to change gears, you must
first press the clutch down and then shift the manual transmission into first gear. For most stick shift owners,
second gear is the most used. It is used to climb and descend hills and works well in congested city traffic. On
the open road, fourth or fifth gear is like overdrive in an automatic, not CVT though and you can cruise using
either one, unlike automatics whose overdrive kicks in for passing by pressing down hard on the gas. Cruising
in fourth or fifth is way more economical with gas than overdrive with an automatic. Neutral is not a gear â€”
it is actually the absence of a gear and drivers get to it by engaging the clutch and placing the shift lever in no
gear. When in reverse, go for short distances to keep your manual safe from damage. Next, Learn the Gears
With your car parked on a flat surface, you are ready to begin learning how easy it is to work the transmission.
Bring along a friend or family member who knows how to drive a stick shift car. Press the clutch down and
move the stick into first gear. You must take your foot off the clutch for the manual transmission to engage.
Move the stick through all the gears starting with 1st through 4th or 5th, and then reverse. Before you attempt
to drive stick the first time, have your buddy or family member drive the car with you in the passenger seat.
From the passenger seat, shift gears when the driver tells you to. This exercise is best done in an empty
parking lot with no nearby obstacles, just in case. After a few times of the driver telling you when to shift, do
it without instruction. When the car makes a high-pitched whining sound, your gear is too low and you need to
shift to a higher gear. Cars equipped with a tachometer tach are easy for finding when to shift. At 9, rpm shift
to 3rd, and so on. These rules may not apply to high-powered cars, but are handy for most street-legal cars.
Your Time to Drive a Stick Shift 1. Press the clutch pedal down until it cannot go any further. With the clutch
pedal still down, turn the key and start the car. Take the parking brake off. With your left foot still holding the
clutch pedal down, move the shift lever from neutral to first gear. Let the clutch up smoothly while
simultaneously pushing your foot down on the gas pedal accelerator. You do not want to do a jack-rabbit
startâ€”press on the gas pedal just a little. At this point, the car may begin creeping forward because you are
now in first gear. Slowly increase the pressure on the gas pedal while continuing to let up on the clutch â€” the
car is now moving forward in first gear, with you in control. With the car in motion, changing gears becomes
even easier. Then release the clutch â€” you may need to increase your pressure a bit on the accelerator too.
To stop the car, leave it in gear and use the brake gently with your right foot. As your car begins to slow down,
when you are at about miles per hour, press the clutch and move the car into neutral. Once in neutral, release
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the clutch and apply the brakes. To park the car, place the stick into first gear, shut off the ignition, and apply
the parking brake. You may stall out when you first start driving a stick, or start going when a light changes
with a little jerk.
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8: How a manual transmission works - www.enganchecubano.com
We know which types of cars have manual trannies. Now let's take a look at how they work. From the most basic
four-speed manual in a car from the '60s to the most high-tech six-speed in a car of.

Constant-mesh four-speed gearbox The gears are selected by a system of rods and levers operated by the gear
lever. Drive is transmitted through the input shaft to the layshaft and then to the mainshaft, except in direct
drive - top gear - when the input shaft and the mainshaft are locked together. Internal-combustion engines run
at high speeds, so a reduction in gearing is necessary to transmit power to the drive wheels, which turn much
more slowly. The gearbox provides a selection of gears for different driving conditions: The lower the gear,
the slower the road wheels turn in relation to the engine speed. The constant-mesh gearbox The gearbox is the
second stage in the transmission system, after the clutch. It is usually bolted to the rear of the engine , with the
clutch between them. Modern cars with manual transmissions have four or five forward speeds and one
reverse, as well as a neutral position. Syncromesh disengaged Syncromesh disengaged The gear turns freely
on a bush, rotated by a meshing gear on the layshaft. The synchromesh unit, splined the the mainshaft, rests
near by. Synchromesh engaged Synchromesh engaged The fork moves the synchromesh towards the selected
gear. Friction surfaces synchronise the shaft speeds, and synchromesh and gear lock together. The gear lever ,
operated by the driver, is connected to a series of selector rods in the top or side of the gearbox. The selector
rods lie parallel with shafts carrying the gears. The most popular design is the constant-mesh gearbox. It has
three shafts: There is also a shaft on which the reverse-gear idler pinion rotates. The engine drives the input
shaft, which drives the layshaft. The layshaft rotates the gears on the mainshaft, but these rotate freely until
they are locked by means of the synchromesh device, which is splined to the shaft. It is the synchromesh
device which is actually operated by the driver, through a selector rod with a fork on it which moves the
synchromesh to engage the gear. The baulk ring, a delaying device in the synchromesh, is the final refinement
in the modern gearbox. It prevents engagement of a gear until the shaft speeds are synchronised. On some cars
an additional gear, called overdrive , is fitted. It is higher than top gear and so gives economic driving at
cruising speeds. How gear ratios work Neutral Neutral All the gears except those needed for reverse are
constantly in mesh. The gears on the output shaft revolve freely around it, while those on the layshaft are
fixed. No drive is being transmitted. First gear First gear In first gear, the smallest gear on the layshaft with the
fewest teeth is locked to it, passing drive through the largest gear on the mainshaft, giving high torque and low
speed for a standing start. Second gear Second gear In second gear, the difference in diameter of the gears on
the two shafts is reduced, resulting in increased road speed and lower torque increase. The ratio is ideal for
climbing very steep hills. Third gear Third gear In third gear, a still larger gear on the layshaft increases
forward speed still further but reduces torque increase. Third gear is suitable for climbing low gradients, and
provides agility in city driving. There is no increase in torque. Reverse Reverse For reversing, an idler gear is
interposed between gears on the two shafts, causing the mainshaft to reverse direction. Reverse gear is usually
not synchronised. Synchronising the gears The synchromesh device is a ring with teeth on the inside that is
mounted on a toothed hub which is splined to the shaft. When the driver selects a gear, matching cone-shaped
friction surfaces on the hub and the gear transmit drive, from the turning gear through the hub to the shaft,
synchronising the speeds of the two shafts. With further movement of the gear lever, the ring moves along the
hub for a short distance, until its teeth mesh with bevelled dog teeth on the side of the gear, so that splined hub
and gear are locked together. Modern designs also include a baulk ring, interposed between the friction
surfaces. The baulk ring also has dog teeth; it is made of softer metal and is a looser fit on the shaft than the
hub. Most modern cars have synchromesh on all forward gears, but on earlier cars it is not provided on first
gear. Stop wasting time on YouTube and get serious! The Ultimate 20 hour car mechanics video course Learn
everything about modern cars from our new video series. Clearly and easily explained. All modeled in 3D.
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9: How Does a Clutch Work in a Manual Transmission? | YourMechanic Advice
The torque converter takes the place of a clutch on a conventional manual transmission. How does the torque converter
work? Well, have a look at the video above.

What are the components of a manual transmission? How does a manual transmission work? What are the
benefits of a manual vs an automatic? The components of a manual transmission Clutch Pedal: The infamous
third pedal. This disengages the clutch when you depress it. Typically this is controlled hydraulically. This is a
system of components which is used to transmit engine torque to the transmission. It consists of a pressure
plate, diaphragm spring, clutch disc, throwout bearing, and other smaller components. The clutch disc is a
friction pad which is sandwiched between the flywheel and the pressure plate. As it relates to manual
transmissions, the flywheel is the component which delivers engine torque to the clutch disc. This circular
mass has a smooth surface which the clutch disc interacts with. Understanding how a clutch works is fairly
important to understanding the transmission overall. The following video explains it briefly, and includes
information on what constitutes as a performance clutch: Selector Fork This arm is used to move the collars
along the output shaft to select gears and can be moved using the gear shift. Collar s The collar is what is used
to select different gears. It slides between gears, and can mesh with them. The collar is splined to the output
shaft, where as the gears rotate with the layshaft and thus are on bearings on the output shaft. By locking the
collar with a selected gear, engine torque passes from the layshaft to the output shaft. Synchronisers These are
located between the gears and the collar, and allow for the collar to engage the gear even if there is a speed
differential between the two. Essentially, this aids in matching the speed of the gear and the collar. Layshaft
Engine power is directed towards the layshaft, which contains gears which mesh to the gears on the output
shaft. This is also referred to as a countershaft. Output shaft The output shaft houses the gears, which are on
bearings, and thus they rotate with the layshaft. The only time the output shaft and layshaft rotate together is
when a gear is meshed with the respective collar, and the output shaft will rotate at the rate at which the
engaged gear is spinning. Gears Various sized gears are used to allow for different wheel speeds. Larger gears
will provide more torque but have lower maximum speeds. Smaller gears with fewer teeth will provide less
torque, but will allow the car to travel at a higher speed. The process of changing gears is as follows: With the
car at a stop, the clutch pedal is depressed. By pressing the clutch pedal, the throwout bearing presses against
the diaphragm spring which releases the hold of the clutch disc between the pressure plate and the flywheel.
The engine and transmission are no longer directly linked. First gear is selected by moving the gear shift into
place, which forces the selector fork to mesh the collar between gears one and two into the first gear. While
applying throttle lightly, the clutch pedal is released gently with the left foot while simultaneously the right
foot applies more throttle until the clutch is fully released. Now the car is in first gear and moving and the
engine and transmission are fully linked. The process repeats to change gears. Right foot off the throttle while
simultaneously depressing the left foot to disengage the clutch. The gear selector is moved to the second
position, pulling the collar out of first and engaging it with the next gear. As the clutch is released throttle is
applied, ideally matching the engine speed to the transmission speed so the transition is smooth. The process
continues for the rest of the gears. A common modification to manual transmissions is to replace the gear
selector with a short-throw shifter. Essentially how this works is the lever arm is changed, and at a cost of
increased throw effort, the distance the gear selector travels between shifts is shorter. This is really all about
feel and comes down to driver preference. Remember, in order for a gearshift to take place, your foot must
press the clutch pedal in, and then release it. This is two motions, rather than the singular motion of placing
the gear shift into position it either moves forward or back. In addition, mechanically the transmission operates
the same; the synchros will not suddenly be able to mesh faster. Is it worth it? Purely depends on what your
preference is. What are the advantages of a manual transmission? The benefits are abundant: Ultimately, a
simpler solution to solve a problem is always best. In this case, manual transmissions are often easier to work
on, easier to design and manufacture, and often have fewer items which could fault should something go
wrong. Cost Less complexity and fewer materials leads to a lower cost. Weight Without bulky torque
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converters nor the complicated clutch and planetary systems of traditional automatics, the weight savings can
be meaningful for manual transmission options. Efficiency Fluid couplings generate heat. Heat is wasted
energy. When a clutch is fully engaged, per cent of the torque reaching it passes through to the transmission
hold the technical correction, sure some is lost as rotational inertia. Though modern torque converters can lock
up, they are not always locked and thus energy is lost. This forces the engine to spin just like a starter motor
does, and you can be on your way. At the very least, take the time to learn how to drive a car with a manual
transmission.
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